
® The product brief Instruction 

SON-802E 
USING INSTRUCTION 

SON-802E is a un iversal Satellite Recever remote control with the searching band 

directly function.lt have a series advanced function such as automatic button lock 

and checking unknow code. The above function is absolute your first choice for 

convenient and practical using . 

® Heustolle Instructions 

® Batteru Installation 
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Open the battery cover, put in two newAAA(NO. 7#) alkaline batteries (not attached) 

according to the "+/-" symbol inside the battery pack as shown in the figure . 
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® cautions on batteru use 
When the batteries are being replaced, the original setting can remain 45 minutes 

if no key on the remote control is touched. Otherwise, the original setting will be 

lost, and you have to reset your device. 

As our remote control of low power consumption , the batteries have 15 months 

service life under normal conditions. However, however, its service life may be 

shortened if used or operated improperly. 

® semnu or remote controller 

II Turn on the power switch of Satellite 
Receiver and TV, and make the TV on 
the vedio status 

~ Point the remote control to the Satellite 
Receiver then press the " SET+\!>" 
button .Loose it after the indicative 
light on . 

the indicative light on,+---A;;;;==:;~ 

~ Press the "Channel+ " or "Channel- " a Check the other buttons can use or 
one by one .Then press the "SET" not.lf working,then finish setting . 
button for confirm until the TV display If not, then reset. 
the channel increase and channel decrease. 
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e Intelligence IOCIIIuncllon 
Press " Set " button all the time ,the Press " OK" , the indicator gleams the two 

times to mean that have already Locked . After lock, Just Can only with deliver the 

codeand look into the code,can not Establish Solution the lock opens the lock 

together 


